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ABSTRACT
System Entity Structure (SES) is a high-level ontology which was introduced for knowledge representation of decomposition, taxonomy and coupling of systems. It has its roots from the systems theory-based
approaches to modeling and simulation. SES has been applied for various purposes by modeling and simulation community, however, there still exists a lack of standardized computational representation. This
hinders the shareability of SES artifacts and interoperability of SES tools. In search for wider acceptance
and eventual standardization, this paper proposes a computational representation and supporting application
agnostic tool suite: SESEditor and PESEditor.
Keywords: System Entity Structure (SES), XML Schema, XPath.
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INTRODUCTION

The System Entity Structure (SES) is a high level ontology framework targeted to modeling, simulation,
systems design and data engineering (Zeigler and Hammonds 2007). An SES is a formal structure governed
by a set of elements and a small number of axioms that provide clarity and consistency to its models. It
supports hierarchical and modular compositions allowing large complex structures to be built in step wise
fashion from smaller, simpler ones. The axioms and functionality based semantics of the SES promote
practical design and are easily understandable by data modelers (Salas 2008). SES is used in many applications for structural knowledge representation. These include creating suites of models for global warming
(Zeigler et al. 2013), modeling the elements of a scenario in a research flight simulator (Durak et al. 2017),
reengineering simulation models (Durak 2015) or metamodeling (Durak et al. 2017) or variant modeling
in model-based design (Pawletta, Pascheka, and Schmidt 2015). It is particularly suitable for describing
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system configurations (Deatcu et al. 2018). The theory is extended many times based on particular requirements of the applications (Santucci et al. 2016, Pawletta et al. 2016, Schmidt et al. 2016, Durak et al.
2018, Deatcu et al. 2018). Various SES tools have been developed, some of which are MATLAB/Simulink
SES Toolbox (Pawletta, Pascheka, and Schmidt 2015), SESBuilder (Cheon, Kim, and Zeigler 2008), and
SESToPy (Deatcu, Pawletta, and Folkerts 2019).
Despite its diverse use cases, there still exists a lack of standardized computational representation for the
SES. This hinders the shareability of SES artifacts and interoperability of SES tools. In search for wider
acceptance and eventual standardization, this paper proposes a computational representation and supporting
application agnostic tool suite: SESEditor and PESEditor.
2

BACKGROUND

SES is a high-level ontology which was introduced for knowledge representation of decomposition, taxonomy and coupling of systems (Kim, Lee, Christensen, and Zeigler 1990). It has a set of elements and axioms.
The elements of SES are Entity, Aspect, Specialization and Multiple-Aspect (Zeigler and Hammonds 2007).
Real or artificial system components can be represented using Entity nodes. An Entity is an object of interest, and can also have variables attached to it. An Aspect denotes the decomposition relationship of an
Entity node. Specialization nodes represent the taxonomy of an entity. A Multi-Aspect is a special kind
of aspect, which represents a multiplicity relationship that specifies the parent entity as a composition of
multiple entities of the same type. Aspect, Specialization and Multi-Aspect are represented by one, two and
three vertical lines respectively. There are six axioms of SES: (1) uniformity, (2) strict hierarchy, (3) alternating mode, (4) valid brothers, (5) attached variables, and (6) inheritance (Zeigler 1984). According to the
uniformity axiom, any two nodes with the same labels have isomorphic subtrees. Strict hierarchy defines a
restriction that prevents a label from appearing more than once down any path of the tree. Alternating mode
requires that, if a node is an Entity, then the successor is either Aspect or Specialization and vice versa.
Valid brothers axiom disallows two brothers from having the same label. An attached variable specifies a
constraint that variable types attached to the same item shall have distinct names. With inheritance, it is
indicated that Specialization inherits all variables and Aspects.

Figure 1: Aircraft metamodel using SES.
Figure 2: Pruned model of aircraft.
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Pruning is the operation in which a unique system structure is derived from an SES and the result is called
Pruned Entity Structure (PES). SES represents a family of models for a given application domain in terms of
decompositions, component taxonomies and coupling specifications. In the modeling process, using SES,
all the available options of a system are considered. As an SES describes a number of system configurations,
the SES tree needs to be pruned to get a particular configuration. Pruning cuts off unnecessary structure from
an SES tree based on the specification of a realistic frame to bring this particular configuration or PES which
is a selection-free tree. The pruning process normally reduces an SES by removing choices for an entity
which has multiple aspects and specializations consisting of multiple entities. An SES tree can be pruned
by assigning values to the variables, choosing a particular subject from several aspect nodes for several
decompositions of the system on the same hierarchical level, selecting one entity from various options of
specialization node and specifying cardinality in Multi-Aspect node. Figure 1 shows an Aircraft metamodel
using SES and Figure 2 shows the pruned model of the Aircraft metamodel.
3

COMPUTATIONAL REPRESENTATION

Computational representation means denoting SES and PES in a machine readable format. This paper is
based on the XML based computational representation proposed by Zeigler and Hammonds (Zeigler and
Hammonds 2007). As depicted in Figure 3 there are two important operations in the conceptual space.
First, a particular SES is built using the constructs, structure and axioms of SES, called an SES Ontology.
Then, Pruned Entity Structures (PESs) are obtained from this particular SES via pruning operations. In
the computational space Zeigler and Hammonds propose that we can represent the SES ontology with an
XML Schema and the particular SES as an XML file. They then recommend writing XML that specifies a
particular SES to an XML Schema. Finally, this schema is then used during pruning for constructing and
validating PESs. PESs are eventually XML instances.

Figure 3: Computational representation.
The schema for the SES ontology can be specified using the XML Schema Definition Language (XSD).
XSD provides means for describing the structure and the constraints of an XML document (Thompson
et al. 2009). Referring back to Figure 3, the XML Schema for the SES ontology provides us a metasyntax
at the metamodeling level. The Data Type Definition (DTD) representation of the SES ontology that is
proposed by Zeigler and Hammonds (Zeigler and Hammonds 2007) is adapted to prepare the XML Schema
representation that is presented in Figure 4. It reflects the elements of an SES and their structure as it is
presented in the previous section.
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Figure 4: XML Schema for the SES ontology.
Extending what is proposed by Zeigler and Hammonds (Zeigler and Hammonds 2007), we use XML
Schema capabilities for formal checking of SES against its axioms. XML Schema assert (xs:assert) is
utilized to formalize the axioms of the SES ontology that are introduced at the previous section. Assertions
provide means to constrain the existence and values of elements and attributes in XML Schemas. Assertions
are specified using XPath 2.0 which is a functional language that is used to navigate through elements and
attributes (Berglund et al. 2010).
A sample axiom for valid brothers is given below in Listing 1:
<xs:unique name="validBrothers">
<xs:selector xpath="*/entity"/>
<xs:field xpath="@name"/>
</xs:unique>
Listing 1: XPath for the valid brothers axiom.
A particular SES is then an XML document that conforms to the XML Schema for the SES ontology given
in Figure 4. Following the Figure 3, the XML representation can be written into an XML Schema either
programmatically or manually. SES Entity can be modeled as XML Schema element (xs:element) with
a name attribute that designates the SES Entity name. It is by definition an XML Schema complex type
(xs:complexType) which can contain elements and/or attributes. Aspect can also be represented by an XML
Schema element (xs:element) with a name attribute that designates the SES Aspect name. It will also be
a complex type which has an XML Schema sequence (xs:sequence) composed of XML Schema elements
(xs:element). MultiAspect can be represented pretty much the same way as the Aspect, but with only having
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Figure 5: XML Schema for an SES.
one element in its sequence. The MultiAspect element possesses minOccurs and maxOccurs properties to
specify the cardinality. Specialization is accordingly an element with a complex type. XML Schema choice
(xs:choice) is then used to specify the specialization relation to child entities. Variable can be defined by
attributes where attribute name is used to specify the name of a variable and type for its type. Figure 5
summarizes the XML Schema for an SES.
There is an overhead associated with representing an SES following the structure presented in Figure 5.
A general restructuring is recommended by Zeigler and Hammonds (Zeigler and Hammonds 2007) for
eliminating the elements including aspect, multiAspect and specialization. The semantics of aspect can be
represented by an xs:sequence and mutiAspect with xs:sequence and minOccurs and maxOccurs attributes.
xs:choice can then represent the semantic for the specialization. The reduced XML schema for an SES
would be then as presented in Figure 6.
XML Schema assert (xs:assert) is further proposed to specify selection constraints in an SES. Selection
constraints enable us to restrict the choices during pruning. Pretty much the same way as the axioms are
defined at the XML Schema for the SES ontology, assertions can be specified using XPath 2.0. A typical
example could be given using the musical performance SES from Zeigler and Hammonds (Zeigler and
Hammonds 2007) that is given in Figure 7. As not all combinations are likely, constraints can be added in
the MusicPerformanceDec aspect node. Listing 2 shows the the constraint for Symphonic, Folk and Jazz
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Figure 6: Restructured XML Schema for an SES.
Musical Performance. If Symphonic is selected from the Music node then the only option from performer
is Orchestra can be selected. Orchestra selected if the Music selection is Folk. In case of Jazz music
performance Soloist can not be selected. Orchestra and SmallGroup are possible performer for Jazz music.
<xs:assert test="if(Music/*[@name='Symphonic']) then (Performer/*[@name=
'Orchestra']) else true()"
/>
<xs:assert test="if(Music/*[@name='Folk']) then (Performer/*[@name=
'SmallGroup']) or (Performer/*[@name='Soloist']) else true()"
/>
<xs:assert test="if(Music/*[@name='Jazz']) then (Performer/*[@name=
'Orchestra']) or (Performer/*[@name='SmallGroup']) else true()"
/>
Listing 2: Constraint example for symphonic, folk and jazz musical performances.
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Figure 7: SES metamodel for musical performances.

Figure 8: A screenshot from SESEditor.
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4

APPLICATION AGNOSTIC SES TOOLS

4.1 SESEditor: The SES Modeling Environment
SESEditor has been developed as an application agnostic SES modeling environment. Figure 8 shows its
Graphical User Interface (GUI) which is designed in such a way that a user can draw SES graphs on the
screen almost as one would on paper. An SES is represented by a directed tree structure. Here, objects are
represented by nodes that are connected using edges. In Figure 8, an SES model is presented in the editor
where the root entity Aircraft is decomposed into Engines and Airframe using physicalDec aspect node.
The Multi-Aspect node enginesMAsp decomposes Engines to Engine representing that Engines is made
of multiple instances of Engine. Specialization node materialSpec is used to express that Airframe can be
Aluminum or Composite.
Elements icons are added in the toolbox for easy access. The vertices or elements and edges can be drawn by
clicking and dragging the mouse. Also nodes and edges can be easily moved to any position. The drawing
panel is synchronized with the bottom-left tree. If there is an element addition in one place, either in the
white drawing panel or the left tree, it will be added in both the sections automatically. Variables can be
attached to the nodes. Eventually, the attached variables are listed in the variable table on the right top corner
during any node selection from either of the trees. Furthermore, selection constraints can be added to the
aspect node to restrict the choices of entities. These constraints are specified using XPath. Like variables,
constraints are also listed on the constraint table on the right side of the editor during aspect node selection.
The SESEditor allows the user to save part of the designed model as a module for future use. That saved
module can be reused in any project later. SESEditor also has the ability to validate the created model against
SES axioms using a predefined XML Schema. Validation results are displayed in the console window and
for valid models, the SES XML and SES Schema are displayed in the bottom-right display window. The
editor’s export and import options increase the shareability of the designed models.
4.2 PESEditor: The Interactive PES Pruning Tool

Figure 9: An excerpt from PESEditor.
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PESEditor has been developed as an interactive pruning tool. The user basically selects each and every
decision point, such as a specialization node, and resolves the decision. It supports all the design patterns
proposed be Deatcu and colleagues (Deatcu et al. 2018) for interactive pruning of SES. Its GUI looks very
similar to the SESEditor. It also has variable table for displaying variables or editing values of variables.
Constraint table and console window work exactly the same way. Here, the left side tree is also synchronized
with the white drawing panel and nodes are movable. Unlike SESEditor, here we can not create new projects,
but only open SES models created in SESEditor. New elements cannot be added or deleted; the existing
SES cannot be edited. The main functionality of PESEditor is interactive pruning of an SES model.
Figure 9 depicts an instance from interactive pruning using PESEditor. During pruning, MultiAspect node
enginesMAsp is pruned and aspect node enginesDec is added with children Engine_1 and Engine_2 of the
same type as Engine. From the available options, the specialization node is being pruned and Aluminum_Airframe is being selected. Thus the completely pruned structure is created, where there are no choices
left and a specific model of an Aircraft is shown. When the pruning is complete, PESEditor also supports
transformations using XSLT. The user can transform the PES to the schema of choice without leaving the
PESEditor.
5

CONCLUSION

Despite the wide utilization of System Entity Structures in modeling and simulation community, there is
a lack of common computational representation. This eventually impairs shareability and interoperability.
In search for wider acceptance and eventual standardization, based on previous work, this paper proposes
a computational representation and introduces an application agnostic SES modeling environment, namely
SESEditor and interactive pruning tool, namely PESEditor. Already existing XML based computational
representation is revisited, and extended using XML Schema assert (xs:asset) to check the SES axioms and
to specify selection constraints for a specifics SES. SESEditor and PESEditor is developed to demonstrate
the utilization of this computational representation. SESEditor exemplified a user friendly way of constraint
specification and PESEditor demonstrated an interactive pruning approach.
Though the proposed approach and the tooling is adding lots of benefits, the next challenge to tackle is
the scalability. Both the graphical and the computational representations need to be enhanced to enable
modular and hierarchical construction to handle large SES models. It includes but not limited to support for
composition of SESs as in (Zeigler et al. 2013).
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